Steppenwolfe 1
• Formulated Locally •

Milligan Lures

Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
Our number one seller is the most productive all around
predator lure ever offered. This lure employs two
territorial elements, three food and musk items, and
several curiosity attractors. The lure works on all three
weaknesses of wild predators and is good all season.

Used Nationwide

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Steppenwolfe 2
Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
Brother to Steppenwolfe 1, this loud musk lure is
considered superior to its big brother by many trappers
east and west. Fox men continually insist it’s the finest
lure around for reds and grays.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Cat-Man-Do
Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
Number one nation wide, this terrific lure is a perfect
blend of the bobcat’s favorite foods and curiosity musk.
This lure also has a large following of fox and coyote men
and is truly a lure for all seasons.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Cat-Man-Two
Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
This lure is a real sleeper. Cat-Man-Two is an early season
attractant in the milder climates. Fresh fish, mint, and
exotic musks make this lure a gem for the bobcat trapper.
All of our lures are formulated locally at Milligan Ranch using only the best quality
ingredients. Each one is carefully blended to target your prey’s specific habits.
At The Milligan Brand, we strive to make your success rate the best it can be.
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1 oz......$6.00
Mix & Match any 4 - 4oz. jars for $60.00
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4 oz......$20.00

Productive.
Consistent.

Effective.

LDC Long Distance Call Lure

Big Time

Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Mink, Coon
This lure has more long range animal calling power than
any other lure on the market. Proven effective for reds,
grays, coyote, bobcat, marten, fisher, mink and coons.

Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
This lure has become a favorite of predator trappers
on both sides of the country. Freeze proof and good all
season. Also good for cats and coons.

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Shellfish Plus

Big Cheese

Ideal for: EVERYTHING!
This lure calls and catches everything! In nationwide
testing, this lure tested as the best all around and may
prove to be the greatest lure offered in North America.

Ideal for: Fox, Coyote
This aromatic lure has everything needed to take large
numbers of various predators. The lure appeals to food
and curiosity instincts. Also terrific for cats and coons.
Good all season.

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

1 oz......$6.00
Mix & Match any 4 - 4oz. jars for $60.00
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4 oz......$20.00

Pecos Gland Lure
Ideal for: Gray Fox
A special cutting of gray fox glands along with “in heat”
urine make up this powerful gland lure with the serious
gray fox trapper in mind. A 100% natural blend that’s
thick and long lasting.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Blue River Gland Lure
Ideal for: Coyote
This high-powered lure is made of a select cutting of
coyote glands not used by any other manufacturer.
A thick, long lasting lure that smells like a coyote.
Good all season.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Gila Gland Lure

Prey on Territorial instinct.
When quality glands are aged and preserved to perfection, they challenge your target
prey’s territorial instincts. Communicate to your prey in a way they’ll never forget.

Ideal for: Bobcat
This lure employs a special cutting of bobcat glands,
blended and aged, to create a supreme lure for the
bobcat trapper. This lure is also highly attractive to wild
canines.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Slippery Rock Gland Lure

Red River Gland Lure

Ideal for: Red Fox
The powerful “scent of fox” is crucial for the serious fox
trapper. This lure compels the fox to investigate your sets.
A thick long-lasting lure that will improve your catch.
Good all season.

Ideal for: Mink, Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
The powerful scent of mink is easy to detect in this mink
gland lure. Not only will this long lasting lure stop every
passing mink, it is also deadly for your canine and cat
lines.

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

1 oz......$6.00
Mix & Match any 4 - 4oz. jars for $60.00
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4 oz......$20.00

Coon Creek
Ideal for: Raccoon
The sweet fragrance of this superior lure will catch the
attention of every passing coon. A food base combined
with two rare oil extracts creates this masterpiece lure.
Terrific for fox or coyote as well.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Mojo
Ideal for: Raccoon
This lure offers the coon everything their hearts desire.
A mixture of glands, food, and a curiosity agent make this
lure a must for the serious coon trapper. Good all season.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Tutti Fruitti
Ideal for: Fox, Coyote, Raccoon
This lure is a masterpiece. In nationwide testing, it
was proven virtually dog-proof at predator sets. This
formulation is an excellent early season lure in the colder
north. Your best choice where domestic dogs are present.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Hen’s Revenge

When it comes to trapping,
we’ve got the formula.

Ideal for: Fox, Coyote
An early season no-meat lure containing eggs and a
curiosity agent. Perfect for early season fox and coyote.
This lure is a valuable addition to your fall trapline and is
also good for coon all season.
1 oz......$6.00

milliganbrand.com

Mix & Match any 4 - 4oz. jars for $60.00
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4 oz......$20.00

Lures for the
water trapper.
At Milligan Brand, we go the extra mile to ensure only the highest quality baits and
urines for our customers. What others consider extreme, we consider a habit.
Our products are simply the best buy in the marketplace. Period.

Taos

Flint Hills Liquid Bait

Ideal for: Beaver, Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
This lure is loaded with castorium and two special
ingredients that will pull in beavers from across the pond.
A very thick, loud and long lasting mixture. This lure is
great for bobcats and canines also.

Ideal for: Fox, coyotes, cats
Through a special process, we liquefy the most attractive
meats for fox, coyote and bobcats. This bait is superior in
winter and excellent in the fall. Add 2 ounces to a quart of
your own bait to spice it up!

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

4 oz......$10.00

Mink and Rat Special

Predatory Chunk Bait

Ideal for: Mink, Muskrat, Fox, Coyote, Bobcat
Food to the mink, is a gland call to the rat. This lure preys
on both and is especially good for the rat trapper who
wants to pick up the mink while running his line.
Equally effective in spring and fall seasons.

Ideal for: Fox, Coyote
This bobcat meat bait has performed excellent for coyote
men across the country. The solution offers a bait with
high food and curiosity appeal for the canine's sweet
tooth. Aged to perfection.

1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Glades
Ideal for: Muskrat
The most attractive food smell we know to call muskrat.
This lure catches the attention in every rat and is great for
coons as well. Good all season.
1 oz......$6.00

4 oz......$20.00

Pint only......... $12.00

Red Fox Urine

Gray Fox Urine

Gallon	����������������������������������������$48.00
Quart	������������������������������������������ $17.00
Pint	�������������������������������������������� $10.00

Gallon	���������������������������������������� $48.00
Quart	�������������������������������������������$17.00
Pint	���������������������������������������������$10.00

Gallon	����������������������������������������$50.00
Quart	������������������������������������������ $17.00
Pint	�������������������������������������������� $10.00

Gallon	���������������������������������������� $63.00
Quart	������������������������������������������ $19.00
Pint	����������������������������������������������$11.00

Coyote Urine

Bobcat Urine

Mix & Match any 4 - 4oz. jars for $60.00
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the tools you need,
all in one place.
Lures

Red Fox

Gray Fox

Coyote

Bobcat

Raccoon

Mink

Beaver Muskrat

Freeze Proof

Location

Steppenwolfe

PG. 5

Steppenwolfe 2

PG. 5

Cat-Man-Do

PG. 5

Cat-Man-Do 2

PG. 5

Long Distance Call Lure

PG. 6

Shellfish Plus

PG. 6

Big Time

PG. 7

Big Cheese

PG. 7

Slippery Rock

PG. 8

Pecos

PG. 9

Blue River

PG. 9

Gila

PG. 9

Red River

PG. 9

Coon Creek

PG. 11

Mojo

PG. 11

Tutti Fruitti

PG. 11

Hen’s Revenge

PG. 11

Taos

PG. 12

Mink and Rat Special

PG. 12

Glades

PG. 12

Flint Hills Liquid Bait

PG. 13

Predatory Chunk Bait
Premium Urines

PG. 13

Red Fox

PG. 13

Gray Fox

PG. 13

Coyote

PG. 13

Bobcat

PG. 13
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Learn from the
professionals.
milliganbrand.com
Coyote Fever - the DVD

Get all four books for $50.00
Any two DVDs $70.00
All three DVDs $100.00
All four books and three DVDs $130.00

Coyote Fever

The Art of the 2” Circle

I wrote Coyote Fever back in 1978, now 37 years later it ranks as
the No. 1 best selling coyote trapping book ever. In this instructional
DVD I have visually shown the viewer the methods and techniques
that I have employed over the past 36 years to trap coyotes. Those
of you who have followed my career know I’m from PA and have
worked my way west, via seven years in Kansas, to settle here in
the Rockies of NM for the past 29 seasons. Through these years
of commercial long lining I’ve piled up some catches that border
on the unbelievable to the average trapper. I don’t mean this as a
boast but merely a fact. That know-how is now available to you
herein. Enjoy.

2 Hours 45 Minutes $40.00

Fox Trapping Across America - the DVD

The number one selling coyote book ever written. Based on decades of
experience and over 5,000 trapped coyotes in twelve states. Step by
step information from preseason to fur handling.

$15.00

Fox Trapping Across America
A complete guide to successful red and gray fox trapping. Based on my
experience in 50 counties, from Pennsylvania to
Montana to Louisiana.

The Art of the 2” Circle

I wrote, Fox Trapping Across America over 32 years ago, after
trapping fox in 50 counties from Pennsylvania to Arizona to
Montana to Louisiana. The book was a huge success, but now
through video I am presenting you the visual version of how to
catch red and gray fox, under all conditions and habitats. We start
in ideal November conditions and trap into January’s frozen ground
and deep snow. Plus lots more valuable information on how to,
when to and where to make your sets. Preparing and selecting
equipment. The proper use of lures, baits and urines. Maintaining a
trapline, plus much more. The know-how lies within to simply catch
lots of red and grey fox.

2 Hours 30 Minutes $40.00

$15.00

The Complete Cooner
This book includes many “little secrets” never before in print.
A complete guide to catching coons the professional way. Also includes
Ray’s top favorite sets!

$12.00

On the Prowl for Bobcats - the DVD
The Art of the 2” Circle

I wrote On the Prowl for Bobcats back in the mid-80s and it was
a hit with the trapping world. Now I present you with the video
version. Like the book, I will take you step by step from the
equipment shed to the field, in a matter-of-fact no-nonsense
style, that has always been my trademark. I will detail the how
to, when to, and where to make your sets. We will deal with the
elements, from frozen, to wet, to snow covered ground and catch
bobcats in all the conditions. Plus lots more knowledge on correctly
maintaining a trapline, preparing and selecting equipment, proper
use of lures, baits, urine and other attractors. Herein lies the
methods I’ve employed to catch several hundred bobcats and over
10,000 predators in my trapping life.

On the Prowl for Bobcats
This book takes you step by step from the selection of proper
equipment, where and how to make your sets, trapping public land,
“cherry picking” extra bobcats, plus much more. Including a “hot spots”
section that details the best locations in all regions and habitats, from
every area in the country.

$15.00

2 Hours 30 Minutes $40.00
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